
Meaningful jewelry that inspires and empowers women to live their best lives.

 Holiday Gifts 
with Meaning

Meaningful and personal 
Inspirational and empowering
Mindfulness and self-compassion
Motherhood, pregnancy
Young girls and daughters
Affordable luxury

We would love to send you some jewelry
samples to consider for your upcoming
Holiday Gift Guide articles. Our jewelry
pieces are perfect to feature under these
themes:

We can also provide photography to use
for convenience. 

Please contact Tricia at
hello@ovlcollection.com
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Meaningful jewelry that inspires and empowers women to live their best lives.

 Holiday Gifts 
with Meaning
In a world where we constantly see messages that
make us feel like we're not enough, and that
somehow we need to change ourselves in order
to feel worthy...

We created a jewelry collection that inspires and
empowers women to feel strong, capable and
grounded. Jewelry that reminds them daily of
how wonderful they are, just as they are.

Who is The Ovl Collection for?
Our jewelry is designed for all women, to
celebrate life's highs and provide comfort during
the lows. We offer the following collections. 

Our Motherhood Jewelry Collection is perfect for
new moms and all moms. Motherhood can be
emotional and overwhelming. Our jewelry
reminds women just how strong and beautiful
they are and that "they've got this".
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Holiday Gifts 
with Meaning

Our Mindfulness Jewelry Collection provides
inspiration and gentle daily reminders to
cherish all life's moments, as each moment is
truly a gift. No matter what you're going
through, this too shall pass, and life's
challenges only make us stronger and wiser in
the end.

We also want to encourage little girls who are
the women of tomorrow. Our Girls Jewelry
Collection reinforces messages of strength,
positivity and self-love, such as with our
"Brave" and "I Can" bracelets.  

What does "Ovl" mean?
The oval shape has long represented the
female spirit in ancient cultures, and it also
symbolizes rebirth and creativity. 

Meaningful jewelry that inspires and empowers women to live their best lives.
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Meaningful jewelry that inspires and empowers women to live their best lives.

Our Products

You've Got This Mama
Life is Tough Mama, But So Are You
This Body Grew, Birthed and Nourished
No Rain, No Flowers
This Too Shall Pass
I Get To...
Present Over Perfect

Our cuff bracelets are our bestselling pieces.
They are engraved with meaningful phrases
and come with inspirational message cards.
Many women say they keep this card and carry
it around with them as a daily reminder. 

The bracelets are adjustable to fit any wrist
and are available in polished stainless steel or
plated rose gold.

We also sell necklaces, earrings and matching
mom & daughter bracelets.
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Meaningful jewelry that inspires and empowers women to live their best lives.

Customers Love The Ovl Collection
We have hundreds of 5-star reviews. Here's a sampling of what people have said about our
jewelry....

"I love my new bangle! It's beautiful and it's such a great reminder to reflect on the struggles you
have overcome to find the strength to keep going, not just on your journey through motherhood
but all aspects of life. This jewelry really is something special!"

"I bought the "This too shall pass" cuff bracelet for my sister in-law for her birthday and she has
not taken it off! I knew the simple design would appeal to her and having those powerful words
close to her skin as a daily reminder is exactly what she needs." 

"An important reminder to just keep going - progress is what counts. The pendant is beautiful,
and the engraving is flawless. I love how it was packaged and the little card that came with it."

"I bought this necklace and matching cuff to remind myself how far I have come and that I can
handle anything. The necklace is very delicate and I have received many compliments on the
bracelet."

THE OVL COLLECTION 
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